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162 
&& nXamJ OmoJ YZmlr && 

O_ Omb_ ho O_ Omb_ ho 
Yama the death angle is cruel 

               O_ Omb_ ho O_ Omb_ ho && gmdYmZ hmo` bS>Zm ao bmo && 
A~Ho$ _moga AmU ~Ê`mo ho && gwY ~wY H$maO H$aUm ao bmo &&Qo>a&& 

Yama is cruel, Yama is cruel. If you must fight him, then fight wisely. You have 
been given the human body by Ramji to conquer Yama. This is an excellent 
opportunity to fight Yama. Now, with your senses and intellect, do the work of 
fighting Yama. 

               [gi gmM H$mo ~º$a noamo && brd g_goa g_mdmo ao && 
OaUm H$r T>mb OwJV gy ~m§Ymo && Bg [~Y bµS>dm Omdmoao bmo &&1&& 

Just as a warrior in battle wears Armor made of metal to protect his body, a saint 
should wear the Armor of chastity, maintaining fidelity to his wife and abstaining 
from any other relationships. This precaution is essential to safeguard the saint 
from the clutches of the Yama the death angle. 
In addition to the Armor of metal, a warrior in battle also relies on the strength of his 
king to defeat the enemy king. Similarly, a saint should have unwavering faith in the 
supreme power of the Guru, the divine light within. This faith grants the saint 
fearlessness in his battle against Yam. 
Just as a warrior wields a sword to combat his enemies, a saint wields the 
devotional sword of the name Ram to battle the Yam. This devotional sword 
bestows detachment, eradicating desires, attachments, lust, anger, greed, envy, 
and ego. 
To withstand the blows of the enemy's swords, a warrior strategically employs a 
shield. Similarly, to counter the wrathful blows of yam, the saint employs the shield 
of forbearance. These precautions – chastity, faith, devotion, and forbearance – 
are essential for the saint's victory over Yam 
              Zo_ H$Q>mamo H$g H$a ~m§Ymo && [~aho Vmo\$ Hy§$ N>moS>mo ao && 

MS> ~oamJ Vwa§J Ho$ Cna && H$mi \$moO Hy§$ _moS>mo ao bmo &&2&& 
Just as a warrior firmly ties his dagger to his abdomen to slay his enemy, and 
strikes him down as soon as the opportunity arises, similarly, a saint should firmly 
adhere to all 64 principles of sainthood. In battle, cannons are fired to defeat 
enemies. Likewise, to vanquish the messengers of death - desire, attachment, and 
ego - the cannon of the name Ram the canon of separation must be fired. Just as a 
horse is needed to mount in battle, similarly, knowledge and detachment are the 
horses needed to mount over desire, attachment, and ego. In this way, by 
employing all these weapons, the army of death must be turned back. 

             [g§daU gob ^OZ H$a ^mbm && _V H$r Jhmo H$~mUr ao && 
gwaV [ZaV H$mo ~mU H$arOo && H$moQ> [H$ëbm H$a ~mUr ao bmo &&3&& 

In the battle against the death angle, just as a mighty spear is needed, so too is the 
powerful spear of chanting and remembering the name Ram is needed. To slay the 
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enemy, an arrow is needed, and so too is the arrow of the teachings of the Guru. 
With this arrow, Maya the delusion, which casts us into the mouth of the death, is 
slain. Just as an arrow needs a bow to strike the enemy, so too are the words, 
touch, form, taste, and smell the arrows that strike the vices that bind us to death. 
Just as a person taking refuge in a fort is not harmed by the bullets, arrows, or 
swords of the enemy outside, so too is the one who takes refuge in the teachings 
of the Satguru not harmed by the attacks of the death angle. This is the fort and 
citadel of the Satguru's words. The one who dwells in this fort has no fear of the 
death angle. 

         [MÎm H$r Nw>ar`m± ~mU H$a _Z H$m && gmg gmoH$aS>m§ [H$Oo ao && 
AJO kmZ Ë`mJ H$a Vmo\$m± && ^«_ T>m` g~ [XOo ao bmo &&4&& 

Just as warriors use swords and arrows to defeat their enemies in battle, similarly, 
knowledge, detachment of the mind, and detachment of the intellect should be 
employed to vanquish the inner foes of desire, anger, greed, attachment, envy, 
ego, speech, touch, form, taste, and smell. To conquer these enemies, one must 
charge into the midst of their army, just as one must relentlessly chant the name of 
Ram to overcome the cycle of karma. In warfare, a type of projectile called a "gajfa" 
is used in cannons. This projectile is loaded into the cannon and hurled towards the 
enemy to cause destruction. Similarly, the knowledge imparted by the Guru, like a 
powerful "gajfa," should be directed towards the worldly pleasures of the three 
gunas (sattva, rajas, and tamas), using detachment as the cannon. By doing so, 
one can shatter the illusory fortress constructed by Maya and attain liberation. 

gñVa g~o ~m§Y `y§ brOo && amµS> [Zgmo [XZ [H$Oo ao bmo && 
Ho$ gwIam_ OrV JT> MS>r`m && ~mohmoa Z Ob_ Yar Oo ao &&5&& 

Arm yourself with all these weapons and fight Yama day and night. Satguru 
Sukhramji Maharaj says, use these weapons to fight Yama and win over him. Once 
you ascend to the Brahmand the entire universe, once you concur this fort of the 
yam, you will never be reborn. 

 
 


